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This revision is subnitted to include an engineering review of the event.

On February 1, 1986, at 0811 hours with Unit 2 at 80 percent reactor thermal
power, a reactor trip occurred as a result of a fire in the "CD" 26/4 KV
auxiliary transformer.

The Dmrgency Diesel Generators were not required, vital loads associated
with the faulted transformer were autcznatically transferred to the reserve
transformer. Reactor coolant pump operation was maintained throughout the
event. 'Ihe fire was extinguished at 0827 hours by the onsite fire brigade.
An unusual event was declared at 0827 hours and terminated at 0930 hours.

'Ihe cause has been postulated to be carbon tracking on a rodent shield which
lead to a phase to ground or a phase to phase fault and fire in the
transformer which caused the turbine / reactor trip.

The rodent shields have been replaced with high voltage insulating tape and
the transformer hood has been redesigned to prevent future transformer
faults.
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This LER revision is subnitted to include an engineering review of the event.

Conditions Prior to Event

Unit 2 operating at 80 percent reactor thennal power.

Description of Event

On February 1, 1986, at 0811 hours, a reactor trip occurred as a result of a
fire in the "CD" 26/4 KV auxiliary transfonner (EIIS/XFMR) . We reactor trip
was caused by a turbine trip which was initiated by a unit differential due
to a fault / fire in the "CD" transfonner. An unusual event was declared at
0827 hours and tenninated at 0930 hours.

We event started with a fault, line to ground or line to line, on the 4KV
side of the "CD" transfonner. The Generator Main Output Circuit Breakers, Al

~

and A2, (BRK) tripped open and a turbine / reactor trip resulted. At this
time, the 3 phases of the Generator output dropped to approximately 5000
amps. %e ability to generate current was still there since the field has
residual magnetism and the generator was still turning. With the output
breakers open, the 5000 amp current is thought to be feeding a fault on the
low side -(4KV) of the "CD" transformer.

This condition continued for about 20 cycles (1/3 sec) with the occasional -

grounding of a phase, as evidenced by unnentary (2 cycles) spikes on the
neutral ground current trace. Due to the size of the spikes and their short
duration, these temporary groundings were. thought to be phase to ground
arcing. At about 20 cycles, phase 1 and phase 3 both grounded at tlie same
time which caused the 26KV generator to supply 70,000 amps phase 1 to phase 3
through a carnon ground.

One second later phase 2 also grounded. This multi phase to ground continued
for over six seconds, at which time the arcs ceased to exist, because the arc
length was increasing fran the burning / melting of the grounding material.

With the fire alann annunciating and a high fire demand logic making up, the
fire brigade was manned. A search for the fire proceeded, brigade nenbers
charged hoses near to the main generator due to heavy snoke caning fran both
the belly of the generator and the 633' elevation of the generator. However,
no water was sprayed in these areas. The fire was then located at the "CD"
transfonner and fire brigade manbers proceeded to extinguish it. The fire
did not propagate fran the transfonner area. We smoke initially noted in
the vicinity of the generator originated at the faulted transformer and was
conveyed to the generator area by the bus duct ventilation / cooling system.

The failure of a transfonner bushing fran the abnormally high current, and
the heat supplied fran the electrical arcing ignited the transformer cooling
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oil. .The autcmatic fire protection contained the fire and Plant fire brigade
nanbers extinguished it.

There were no other structures, ccuponents, or systems that were related to
this reactor trip because they were inoperable at the start of the event.

Following the reactor trip vital loads associated with the faulted
transformer were autcmatically transferred to the reserve transfonner. The
autcmatic ESF responses were verified and all equipnent responded as
designed. System /Equipnent responses included; the opening of the reactor
trip breakers, the insertion of the control and shutdown rods, the tripping
of the main feedwater pumps, the shutting of the feedwater regulation valves,
autcxnatic steam dump operation, and the starting of the motor driven and
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps. Reactor coolant pump operation
was maintained throughout the event.

Cause of Event

The cause of the reactor trip was the main turbine generator trip. The main
turbine generator tripped as the main output circuit breakers tripped open
which was caused by a fault in the 4KV side of the CD 26/4KV transfonner.

We cause for the fault in the CD transfonner can only be postulated. It
appears to have been caused by carbon tracking on a rodent shield on the 4KV
side of the transformer. A 20 inch snowfall followed by a heavy rain -

preceded the event. It is believed that the rodent shields had dripped
enough water and contamination to reduce the clearance between the phase
bushings during the rainstorm enough to cause the flashover. ,

Results of oil samples taken, visual inspection and testing eliminated an
internal fault in the CD transformer as the cause of the event.

Also testing of the 4KV cables from the 4KV bus work to the 4KV switchgear
indicated these cables were not the cause of the event.

Using the results of the oscillograph and studying the above mentioned tests
and inspections leads to the conclusion that the fault was started by carbon
tracking and consequent failure of the plexiglass rodent shields.

Analysis of Event

The verification of Plant responses indicated that ESF equipaent operated as
designed following the reactor trip as described in the description of the
event. The anergency Diesel Generators were not required, vital loads
associated with the faulted transformer were autcznatically transferred to the
preferred offsite powr source. The fire which resulted frcm 'the CD
transfonner fault did not damage or jeopardize any ESF equipent. Werefore,
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it is concluded that this event did not constitute an unreviewed safety
question per 10CFR50.59 nor did it create a substantial hazard to the health
and safety of the public.

Corrective Actions

Inrediate corrective action involved Operations personnel implmenting Plant
procedures to verify p:oper response of the automatic protection system
(EIIS/JC) and to assess Plant conditions for initiating appropriate recovery
actions. Action was taken to renove the bus connecting the AB and CD
Auxiliary transforners to the unit. The unit was returned to service on its
startup transfonners. Ionger term corrective actions which have now been
cmpleted were to renove the acrylic rodent shields and replace them with a
high voltage insulating heat shrinkable tape. This tape was installed on all
auxiliary transformers both Unit 1 and Unit 2. Also, the transfonmr hood
was redesigned to obtain three nore inches of clearance between the low
voltage bushing and the high voltage enclosure.

Failed Cmponent Identification

26/4KV Transformer
Manufactured: Westinghouse Corporation
Model/ Type: SL 18/24/30 MVA
IEEE:XFMR -

Previous Similar Events
.

None
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~~$' |NDIANk& MICHIGARELECTRIC COMPANY
Donaki C. Cook Nuclear Plant -

P,0. Box 458, Bndgman, Mchgan 49106

September 12, 1986

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Operating License DPR-74
Docket No. 50-316

Document Control Manager:

In accordance with the criteria established by 10CFR50.73
entitled Licensee Event Reporting System, the following
report /s are being submitted:

,

86-005-01

Sincerely,

k- 11

W.G. Smith, Jr.
Plant Manager

/mg

Attachment

cc: John E. Dolan
J.G. Keppler, RO:III
M.P. Alexich
R.G. Kroeger
H.B. Brugger
R.W. Jurgensen
NRC Resident Inspector
R.C. Callen, MPSC
G. Charnoff, Esq.
D. Hahn
INPO
PNSRC
A.A. Blind
Dottie Sherman, ANI Library
File
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